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Expanded edition of a reference to the natural, manmade, and human resources of the archipelagic

areas of the Mariana, Caroline, and Marshall Islands. Includes text, maps, charts, data tables, and

illustrations nothing fancy, b&w throughout. Published by Bess Press, PO Box 22388, Honolulu, HI

98622.
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On seeing this title, one may ask, "Just where is Micronesia?" A group of islands with a total land

area about the size of Rhode Island, yet scattered over an area of the western Pacific Ocean larger

than the continental U.S, Micronesia is part of Oceania. It lies northeast of Australia and southwest

of Hawaii; Polynesia is to its northeast. Micronesia includes the Caroline, Marshall, and Gilbert

Islands, as well as Guam.First published in 1988, this Atlas of Micronesia compiles maps and text

on various aspects of Micronesian natural, man-made, and human resources. More than 80

black-and-white maps, 16 tables, and 14 photographs are interspersed throughout three main parts.

Part 1 covers physical geography, atoll environments, flora, and human history through

mid-twentieth-century American expansion into the Pacific and rule in Guam. Part 2, "Micronesia,"

discusses the restoration of indigenous names (e.g., Nauru was named "Pleasant Island" by a

British captain in 1798; Germans restored the name Nauru in the 1890s), canoes and navigation,

economic development, and climate. Tables here include weather data, employment in

tourist-related businesses, and hotel occupancy rates. Part 3, "Individual Islands and Atolls," covers

Guam, Saipan, and seven other island units that are "representative and vital to their respective



areas."Author Karolle is professor of geography at the Micronesian Area Research Center,

University of Guam. The Atlas of Micronesia will be a required purchase for any library aspiring to

provide information about this part of the world.

Doctoral Dissertation of my cousin at Michigan State University and Professor of Micronesian

Studies at the University of

Guam.http://www..com/gp/product/1880188503?keywords=atlas%20of%20micronesia&qid=144640

0097&ref_=sr_1_1&sr=8-1Expanded edition of a reference to the natural, manmade, and human

resources of the archipelagic areas of the Mariana, Caroline, and Marshall Islands. Includes text,

maps, charts, data tables, and illustrations nothing fancy, b&w throughout. Published by Bess

Press, PO Box 22388, Honolulu, HI 98622.

"the second edition of Karolle's ATLAS OF MICRONESIA...is better produced than the first edition...

The tragedy is that it could have been so much better with only a little more effort... The text cries

out for good editing... With good editing the text probably could have been condensed by about a

third... As in the first edition, the section on climate and weather comes long after that on physical

geography, an anachronism that necessarily detracts from the understanding of intervening

sections... [Karolle's atlas] is overly concerned with minutiae and irrelevancies... There are many

errors in the book... There are many curious phrases that may confuse readers... There are still

other places where the facts are dated... Sections of the book are dull and ponderous... In reviewing

the first edition of the ATLAS OF MICRONESIA, Connell hoped that the second edition would be

definitive. Sadly to report it is not--indeed many deficiencies of the first edition remain. Although this

volume will undoubtedly become widely used throughout Micronesia, it deserves little credit as a

scholarly undertaking." [excerpted from review by Patrick Nunn. In: ISLA: Journal of Micronesian

Studies, Vol. 2(2):325-330, 1994]
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